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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Wednesday 11 April, 7.30 pm, Lancaster Town Hall: How We Switched the Power Back On
(after Storm Desmond) - Ian Parker, Transmissions Protection Engineer, Electricity NW

Wednesday 6 June, 7.00 pm: Summer Walk. This walk will be along the stretch of the northern
reaches of the Lancaster Canal which the Canal Trust is working to re-water: details overleaf.

Wednesday 13 June, 7.30 pm, Lancaster Town Hall: Annual General Meeting of the Society -
speaker: Mark Cassidy, Planning Manager, Regeneration & Planning Service, Lancaster City Council

(Details of the Society's summer outing - date and destination - will be given in the next newsletter)

Saturday 8 and Sunday 9 September: Heritage Open Days

BUILDING AT RISK: ST JOHN'S CHURCH

Readers of the Lancaster Guardian will probably
have seen the front-page article on i March, and
the longer piece inside the paper, about the dry

rot that is afflicting the church of St John the
Evangelist in North Road. As we know, the

church was flooded in December 2015, following

Storm Desmond. The Churches Conservation

Trust, who own the building, took immediate
action to clean up and dry out the building, but

dry rot took hold nonetheless.

The CCT says that fully eradicating the dry rot

and repairing the structure could ultimately cost
some £l/2 million, but the immediate need was to

raise £28k to arrest the progress of the rot.

The church is of course a very significant
landmark beside Lancaster's main traffic

gyratory, as well as being one of Lancaster's

architectural gems. The committee of the Civic
Society discussed this matter at its meeting on 7
March, and agreed to offer a substantial sum,

possibly as much as £4000, to help to kick-start
the process of raising the necessary money.



SUMMER WALK Wednesday 6 June 7.00 pm

The walk, to becurated by John Acres and Richard Trevithick of the Lancaster Canal Trust, will start at 7.00

pmfrom Stainton Bridge at the limit of the watered section of the canal. There is car parking adjacent to

the bridge at GR 521854, accessed through the village of Stainton. The objective will be to view the
progress of the Canal Trust's plans to re-water the first furlong, north of Stainton bridge, and then to follow

the line to Hincaster Tunnel, and its listed horse path, and if time permits view the packet boat stables at
the northern portal to the tunnel. Return by the same route, with an estimated walk duration of two hours.

The footpath along the canal is substantial but sensible footwear is recommended, and clothing should be
suitable to the forecast weather. If plans to repair Stainton aqueduct have progressed, there may be

additional activity to see there. Walkers will be asked to pay £310 help support the work of the Canal Trust.

Crooklands Hotel is not far away from the start/finish for rationalisation of car transport, and/or post walk
social activity. Any queries about the walk to Anne Stelfox, tel 01524 823299

CANAL CORRIDOR NORTH TO BE REBRANDED THE CANAL QUARTER

After working for many years with the developer British Land on schemes for the Canal Corridor

area, the City Council has 'announced its commitment to press ahead with new proposals for a

multi-use development on the i6-acre site, which it is rebranding The Canal Quarter.' (The

quotation is from the Council's web site.)

The Council will conclude its partnership with British Land.

Again quoting the Council's web site, the revised scheme will 'place less reliance on additional

retail floor space', and it expects this to improve confidence in the future of the existing city

centre shopping area.

The plan is that the new scheme will find new uses for historic buildings, capitalising on the canal

side setting. It will offer a range of residential accommodation; provide an increase in Lancaster

University's presence in the city centre; 'provide more business space, especially for Lancaster's

thriving digital sector'; and deliver an arts hub with the aim of making Lancaster the North West's

primary cultural centre outside the main cities.

Crucially, the new scheme is expected not to expose council taxpayers to the levels of risk which

have been associated with some of the Council's earlier initiatives.

The announcements referred to above are dated 27 March 2018.



HOUSE PRICES IN THE NORTH OF ENGLAND

It has been reported in the national press recently that house prices have been stagnating in London. On

the other hand, in the national Guardian on Saturday 17 March we read that, according to the website

YourMove, Blackburn is the area of England and Wales with fastest-growing prices. A local estate agent

suggests that the rise in house prices there has been a consequence of improvements in the design of the

houses, including the use of high-quality materials in the construction and the provision of communal

green spaces.

It is particularly interesting that one of the popular new developments in Blackburn, Green Hills, was

designed by Wayne Hemingway, co-founder of the fashion label Red or Dead, whose home is in

Morecambe.

PLANNING APPLICATIONS

Recent development applications have mostly been revisions to earlier ones, so we have included only a

brief summary of the Society's responses to them.

iy/01563/FUL Wood Street

We reiterate our comments made in respect of application i6/oi268/FUL Damside Street & Wood

Street which we submitted in November 2016:

We recognise that this application affects only the present single-storey building. Internally the revised

plans show a loss of communal space (apart from laundry rooms). Head-room in the attic studios will be

very restricted.

Externally, the two "gables" facing onto Wood St and Dye House Lane have been removed and a row of

clerestory windows introduced on the Dye House Lane side to allow light into the roof space. The

windows and the doors on the ground floor for retail space have also been slightly re-arranged and now

appear more symmetrical.

We would wish to support this revised application, but repeat our concern at the large number of proposals

coming forward for student accommodation in the city, and trust that the dangers from a repeat of the

major pluvial flooding in his area have been fully taken into account.

Ridge Hotel (i7/oi572/FUL)

We are pleased to see this derelict site re-developed - and affordable housing by an acknowledged

provider is very welcome.

The design is simple but looks acceptable, with a parking place for each unit provided, plus bike storage for

8 of the units. The render shown on the revised elevations is much preferable to the red-brick of the

original proposal and will blend in better with the surrounding buildings.

The units are very small but we understand that the provider states that this type of accommodation has

proved popular elsewhere in the area so presumably it is economically viable.



49 China Street (ly/oisSi/FUL and i8/ooio6/LB)

We responded to earlier proposals (i4/oi27//FUL and 14/00015/16) and continue to welcome the

development of this derelict site, which is in a prominent position on the main gyratory system, The Civic

Society was generally supportive of the initial application which received planning approval in April 2015,

but subsequent variations resulted in a design and materials which we felt fell far short of the original

concept. We note that the present application appears to indicate a return to the original design

incorporating the use of good quality materials. We are also pleased that the suggestion we made in 2014

that stone quoins should be introduced on the northern side of the front elevation to match those on the

other side has been implemented.

The current application is for 6 studio flats above a retail unit. We believe this represents over-

development of this small site. Fewer units allowing more space and light per occupant would be

preferable and probably more attractive to future residents.

We note that the air quality report published with this current application relates to a different site in

Wood Street. Such a report for this location should be produced.

91 Penny Street (iS/ooogo/CU)

We are pleased to see that in this change of use application the opportunity is being taken to give a face-

lift to this run-down property in a significant location.

With respect to the plans for uplifting the appearance of the front elevation, rather than painting in a
darker shade, we would urge that serious consideration is given to the stripping off of the masonry paint

altogether, to reveal the original ashlar finish which will then match with the adjacent property.

ONGOING DEVELOPMENTS

There are some large schemes currently in progress, including:

Lancaster University Health Innovation campus

This addition to the Bailrigg campus of Lancaster University will in effect extend the existing campus

northwards towards Burrowbeck. Groundwork is going ahead at an accelerating pace. (Temporary traffic

lights on the A6 are causing some disruption to road traffic...). Phase i, expected to cost £41 million, is

planned to be complete by September 2019. According to the University web site, the Health Innovation

Campus will create up to 2000 jobs and provide a £ioo million boost to the local economy.

Back Caton Road/Bulk Road student village

The tower that has risen up on the site of the former K Shoes factory on Bulk Road will no doubt

accommodate the lift shaft and service ducts for the tower block of this development. At ten storeys in

height, it has probably reached its maximum, but we shall now see it grow in width as floors and walls are

added. From the original drawings seen by committee members, the scheme has been aligned so as not

to obstruct important views, such as that of the Ashton Memorial from Skerton Bridge.



Canal Quarter (formerly the Canal Corridor North)

According to the City Council web site, work could begin on site in 2019, considerably sooner than
previously thought, (see the article on page 2 of this newsletter.)

AWARDS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

In the last newsletter, we wrote that we were considering using part of the money left to the Society by

Margaret Bainbridge to help to set up a Schools Award scheme. But schools are so constrained now, by
timetables, exams, league tables and so forth, that getting this off the ground would probably be very

difficult. Our thoughts have therefore moved on a bit, and we are now looking at awards for individual
young people, which could be for photographs they have taken of specially interesting buildings, to be

accompanied by a short piece of text setting out why they like them so much.

Watch this space!

REPORTS ON EVENING LECTURES

10 January 2018: Andrew White, Lancaster & Preston Junction Railway in the 18305

Andrew gave a very well-informed and entertaining talk about this interesting time in Lancaster's railway

history. Turnpikes and canals had already brought revolutions to transport in this country,- the next, and
larger, revolution came with railways. The Liverpool & Manchester railway, opened in 1830, was the first
passenger railway in the world to offer a regular steam-hauled passenger service, and was viewed as an

example to all. Trains were desirable and possible.

Once the Liverpool & Manchester had been established, the pace of development was extraordinary. The
North Union, connecting Preston via Wigan to the Liverpool & Manchester, opened in 1837. The Grand

Junction opened in the same year, linking Liverpool and Manchester to Birmingham. The more
challenging London & Birmingham was completed in 1838, thus providing a through service from Preston
to London.

The moneyed people of Lancaster were determined that Lancaster should have a station in the city that

would link south to Preston and beyond. An Act of Parliament was obtained in 1837 for a line between
Preston and Lancaster. This followed a relatively straightforward north-south route, with no tunnels,
although viaducts were needed to cross the river Wyre near Scorton and the Conder at Galgate, where the

skew bridge was an additional complication. Shares were sold for £50 with a promise to pay and the work
to take place over a number of years. £250,000 was raised and £450,000 spent.

The route was 21 miles long. Skilled workers in masonry and bricklaying were hired alongside local labour
for less skilled work such as digging. Some workers were interlopers and criminals living in barns, sheds

and low grade accommodation. Skilled workers were housed by the railway company. Casualties were
high due to landslides, earth falls and trucks dropping earth. There was often trouble between the local

workers and the Irish labourers, often taking place in the drinking dens of Galgate.



The Lancaster station was built at South Road in 1840 in the style of a gentleman's villa. It had arched

windows, a departure bell and carriage sheds. It was started in January and finished in June, despite a

strike by stonemasons. There was a grand opening of the railway in 1840, with a brass band, shops and

factories shut for the day, and 400 guests were entertained to dinner in the carriage shed. (The station

buildings now house offices for the Royal Lancaster Infirmary.)

There were difficulties in management of the company from the start, with the North Union railway

company demanding an extra 6d to travel to their separate station in Preston for onward travel to the

south.

In 1843 work started on the Lancaster-Carlisle line. As with the Lancaster & Preston, the engineer for this

was Joseph Locke, who formed a highly competent team with the contractor Thomas Brassey. The line

was completed in 1846, having taken only 2 ¥2 years to build. In 1849 the Lancaster-Preston line joined

with the Lancaster to Carlisle line to become the West Coast main line. The line from Penny Street ceased

to be used, the stock was sold and the buildings sold off. The station was used during World War i to

transport soldiers, but most recently has been a nurses' home for the RLI.

Gillian Sheath

[More on the above topic can be found in the booklet 'The Lancaster and Preston Junction Railway 1836-49', by

Andrew White, Scriptorium Publications 2016 - ISBN 978-0-9935961-0-0]

04 February 2018: Mike Derbyshire, Development of the Duchy of Lancaster and the

Palatinate of Lancaster

The origins of the County of Lancaster (or Lancashire) go back to the lands acquired by the great Norman

magnate, Roger of Poitou, during the second half of the eleventh century. Subsequent Lords of Lancaster

included Stephen (later king) and John (likewise).

The status of the lordship was upgraded in 1267, when King Henry III conferred the Earldom of Lancaster

on his younger son, Edmund Crouchback. Although Edmund settled briefly in Lancaster, the earldom

constituted only a minor part of the extensive lands held by him and later earls. In 1351, King Edward III

went further and conferred the Duchy of Lancaster on the fourth earl, Henry of Grosmont, and, at the

same time, granted him palatine powers. This grant meant that Duke Henry exercised many of the royal

powers within the county of Lancashire. In particular, he received feudal dues that would otherwise have

gone to the king and was responsible for maintaining law courts locally, including the crown court for

criminal cases and the courts of common pleas and chancery for civil cases. Although the earls and dukes

continued to carry the name of Lancaster, they held very extensive lands outside Lancashire and had little

interest in the county. For example, the second duke, John of Gaunt, held four earldoms, which provided

far more power and wealth than the Duchy of Lancaster.

When John of Gaunt's son and heir, Henry of Bolingbroke, usurped the throne from King Richard II in 1399

and commenced his reign as King Henry IV, his extensive lands became merged with the crown estates.

However, King Henry was not having this; he created a semi-private trust, based in London, to own and

administer much of the crown lands. The primary purpose appears to have been to protect the

management of these lands and the income that they generated from official scrutiny. But the thing that



has caused considerable confusion is the name that Henry gave to this trust: the Duchy of Lancaster,

despite the fact that it was not a duchy and had very little to do with Lancaster.

The Duchy of Lancaster has gone on to manage very successfully public property for the benefit ofthe

sovereign in a semi-private way. It controlled enormous amounts of land until heavy sales were instigated

by Kings James I and Charles I. It has successfully resisted several moves to abolish it, including

determined attempts by Oliver Cromwell and King William III. The Duchy now operates, under various acts

of parliament, in comparatively reduced circumstances, with an income of about £igm per year.

When Henry of Bolingbroke became king, the palatine status ofthe county lapsed. (Except perhaps in an

opera by Gilbert and Sullivan, it makes no sense for a king to delegate powers to himself.) But, again,

Henry was equal to the challenge and set up another trust to collect the feudal dues and to administer the

courts in Lancashire. As with the creation ofthe Duchy of Lancaster, the primary purpose was probably to

secure control ofthe considerable income involved. The title that he chose has again caused confusion: the

Palatinate of Lancaster, despite the fact that it was not a palatinate. (But at least it was based locally, at

Lancaster and Preston.) The local courts provided by the Palatinate of Lancaster worked well and, during

the nineteenth century, were expanded with sittings in Manchester and Liverpool. These courts were not

incorporated into the national court system until 1876, for the Crown Court and Common Pleas, and not

until 1971, for the Chancery Court. Their voluminous records provide fascinating insights into life in

Lancashire over the centuries, including during the Industrial Revolution.

The various titles which Henry previously held - four earldoms and two duchies - became merged in the

crown when he became king. All of them were then available for Ve-issue'. However, the title Duke of

Lancaster seems more recently to have become associated with the sovereign's supposed special link to

Lancashire, or with the sovereign's close association with the (misnamed) Duchy of Lancaster.

Mike Derbyshire

14 March 2018, Peter Wiltshire, A Short History of Tall Buildings

Why do tall buildings get built? In older times, they were often part of churches or cathedrals, intended to

reach towards the heavens. In this country, the spire of Salisbury Cathedral is the tallest, at 123 m, or 404.

ft. Abroad, there are many tall towers, particularly in Italy, where perhaps the most notable examples are

the fourteen remaining towers at San Gimignano in Tuscany. All of these towers are impressive, but it has

to be admitted that none are very useful in themselves.

It was generally accepted that six storeys was the practical maximum for a masonry structure. (In Paris,

under Baron Haussmann, a mansard roof was often added to provide extra storeys - this was possible

because mansards are relatively lightweight structures.)

Many of the mill buildings built in the i8th and igth centuries in the UK were quite tall, but they often had

iron or steel framing, to help to support the weight ofthe machinery and to counteract any tendency to be

affected by vibration. Probably the earliest of these istheiygaCromford Mill, built by Richard Arkwright.

In Lancaster, St George's Works (on the Quay, adjacent to Carlisle Bridge) is an interesting example.

Dating from about 1854., it was the first factory building of James Williamson the elder, where he produced



oilcloth. It is remarkable in having a flat roof - most mill buildings of the period had pitched roofs - and it

is completely unadorned, rather in the plain style of the towers of San Gimignano. Internally, the floors

are supported on what appear to be steel beams supported on cast-iron columns (see also the article

below).

The origin of the American skyscraper can be traced back to Oriel Chambers in Liverpool, designed by the

architect Peter Ellis and dating from 1864, the first building anywhere to have a metal-framed glass curtain

wall. This building was seen by the US architect John Root, who took the underlying principle across the

Atlantic, where, working with Daniel Burnham, he designed the Reliance Building in Chicago. There are of

course towers that are much tallerthan any of these, including the Petronas Towers in Kuala Lumpur, one

of which is not quite straight - but it is structurally sound nonetheless.

Martin Widden

ST GEORGE'S WORKS

This building was built by James Williamson the elder in 1854 or shortly afterwards, for the manufacture of

oilcloth. It was thus one of the earliest buildings in Lancaster for the manufacture of this material, and was

a very early contributor to the fortunes of Williamson and his son (later Lord Ashton).

It has been used for many purposes in its life, but is currently derelict. There is an existing permission for it

to be demolished and replaced with a block of student residences, but in the view of the Civic Society the

design of this replacement building is rather poor, whereas St George's Works is a fine building, capable of

conversion for any one of a number of purposes.

The Society is aiming to press for the Works building to be conserved and converted, rather than being

demolished.
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